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Foreword

We are seeing more and more water shortages and floods, sometimes and also in quick succession. This is partly because climate change is producing more extreme weather patterns but it also has a great deal to do with the way we manage the land. As we have removed hedges and woodlands and drained its natural wetlands, the countryside has become far less absorbent. As a consequence, rain in the hills now flows more rapidly down the streams and rivers into lowland towns and cities with potentially devastating results. There is also less time for the rain to soak in to the ground and less opportunity for natural reserves of drinking water to be replenished.

In urban areas something similar has happened. As we have built and paved over more of our villages, towns and cities the rain that might once have soaked into the soil disappears down gulleys and drains in double-quick time so that a short sharp downpour can cause serious problems. Car parks, roads and roofs all serve to speed up the rate of rainwater run-off and increase the risk of flash-flooding.

For some time, environmentalists have been making the case for more water retentive towns, cities and countryside as ways of managing water more wisely. Climate change is predicted to deliver even more extreme weather in the future, so these arguments for more intelligent and sustainable land and water management should be irresistible. Sustainable Drainage Systems, known as SuDS, are widely accepted as the wise way forward. There are many excellent examples of inspirational good practice across Europe, North America and elsewhere and SuDS are now being encouraged in England and Wales through the Flood and Water Management Act 2010.

The best sustainable drainage schemes incorporate a range of habitats that are good for water management and also good for wildlife. In the countryside, peat bogs and heather moorland, broadleaved woodland, wildflower meadows and reed beds can all serve as natural sponges, soaking up the rainwater and filtering pollution at the same time. In built up areas parks and gardens offer much the same opportunity, and well-designed SuDS landscapes will often incorporate rain gardens, green roofs, temporary wetlands and a range of other living landscape features that are good for wildlife, good for water management, and very good for people.

The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust and the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds have both been extolling the wildlife and people benefits of SuDS for some time. Now they have pooled their knowledge and experience and joined with other experts to produce this excellent publication as a source of advice and inspiration for others. It will be invaluable for local authorities and the soon to be formed SuDS Approving Bodies but I hope it will also be used by architects, engineers and planners, park managers and developers, farmers and foresters. As individuals we can also make a difference. Any one of us who has a garden or manages a school playing field, a hospital or college campus can play a part. With the help of this guide, each one of us can help to make the landscape more water, people and wildlife friendly.

CHRIS BAINES
Independent Environmental Adviser
December 2012
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Introduction

For too long we have treated rainwater as waste, paved over our urban areas and simply flushed surface water down pipes into an overloaded sewerage system. But as recent heavy flooding has shown, these systems can no longer cope with the volumes generated during rainfall. Carrying on as usual is no longer an option and doing things differently is now an essential requirement for managing surface water, especially if we are to adapt to a changing climate and protect our rivers and beaches from pollution. Quite simply, we need another solution.

SuDS (Sustainable Drainage Systems) are the solution to this challenge. They also provide the ideal opportunity to bring urban wetlands and other wildlife-friendly green spaces into our towns and cities and link these with existing habitats creating blue and green corridors. Well-designed SuDS should also be an amenity and education resource for the community, providing high-quality public green space in which to relax, play and enjoy wildlife.

However, whilst there are many good examples of this already, there is still a long way to go before SuDS fulfil their potential to integrate surface water management and water quality improvements with people and wildlife benefits. SuDS provide the ideal opportunity for local authorities to deliver multiple benefits and for little or no extra cost. In fact, these sustainable solutions are very often cheaper to build and maintain than conventional drainage solutions.

This guidance is aimed at local authorities, (and eventual SuDS Approving Bodies (SABs)), landscape architects, developers, engineers, masterplanners and anyone wishing to deliver benefits for people and wildlife through SuDS. It describes how to maximise the biodiversity potential of SuDS and identifies a set of design criteria and the design features required to deliver these benefits as well as their long-term management. It is not intended to replace the SuDS Manual (CIRIA 2007), instead it signposts the way to existing, relevant guidance and uses best-practice case studies to highlight and explain the opportunities for delivering better places for people and wildlife.

Biggleswade, Beds – most SuDS fail to realise their potential for people and wildlife – such as at this new development.
Photo: John Day (rspb)

Hopwood Park MSA, M42, Worcs – ornamental pond receiving only roof water from the amenity building and providing the single treatment stage needed to meet design standards.
Photo: Bob Bray
Part 1. Background to SuDS

What are SuDS and why do we need them?

Natural Catchment (Figure 1)
As soon as rainfall hits the ground, it travels along the surface and infiltrates naturally where soils permit. Its journey may take it along shallow meandering streams, through marshes, pools and ponds. Later, the streams give way to marsh and reed fringed rivers bisected with smaller channels running through wet grassland and wet woodlands, ponds and lakes. At each stage, these natural processes enable vegetation to slow and clean the water and simultaneously allow it also to filter through the soil into underground aquifers. At the same time, the process of evapotranspiration (generally speaking the total loss of water from plants, soil and water bodies into the atmosphere) is at work leading to significant losses of water from the drainage basin; an important benefit of natural catchments and a key process that SuDS seek to mimic.

Table 1 The impacts of traditional drainage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>Traditional piped drainage networks convey water far more quickly than natural processes. Rivers respond quickly and violently to rainfall, exacerbating downstream flooding. Flooding also occurs where housing and other urban development such as the paving of gardens and the building of extensions (often referred to as ‘urban creep’) increases the volume and speed of run-off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>Surface water run-off is often polluted with silt, oil and other contaminants which, when discharged to rivers, can harm wildlife and contaminate drinking water sources. Combined sewer overflows also discharge during periods of heavy rainfall where sewers are surcharged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low flows in streams and rivers</td>
<td>Piped drainage prevents natural percolation of rainfall into groundwater resources that support summer river flows. It can lead to the concentration of nitrates and phosphates in rivers and wetlands, causing an increase in algal blooms, harming wildlife and reducing amenity value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Natural catchment.
Urban catchment with traditional drainage (Figure 2)
As human settlements grew bigger, they quickly began impacting on natural hydrological processes. Ditches were dug, fields were under-drained, streams straightened and rivers embanked in order to quickly take water from the land to the sea. At this time, many watercourses running through our towns and cities were encased in large pipes beneath the ground and are now no longer visible. In doing so, the natural water cycle has been significantly disrupted, landscapes and wildlife habitats have been destroyed and because once permeable land is now impermeable, groundwater recharge is severely restricted.
As the process of urbanisation quickens, drains become increasingly overloaded and unable to cope with heavy rainfall. Combined sewers, a relic of the Victorian era, frequently overflow after prolonged rainfall discharging untreated wastewater into watercourses and the sea. Rivers and streams are affected in times of low flows when high nitrate and phosphate levels cause algal blooms and in high flows by erosion and silt build-up.

Figure 2 Urban catchment with traditional drainage.
Urban catchment with SuDS (Figure 3)

SuDS seek to manage rainfall in a way similar to natural processes, by using the landscape to control the flow and volume of surface water, prevent or reduce pollution downstream of development and promote recharging of groundwater. Natural vegetation, including trees, in SuDS helps attenuate flows, trap silts and pollutants, promotes infiltration and be robust enough to prevent erosion. It also enhances evapotranspiration and reduces the heat island effect.

The change from conventional piped drainage to SuDS has been driven by a realisation of the shortcomings of traditional methods of collecting and conveying runoff away from developed land.

Increasing use of SuDS will help us overcome a variety of challenges we face, namely:
- a rapidly changing climate (including an increasing urban heat island effect)
- increasing loss of permeable surfaces through development and urban creep
- inadequate capacity of existing sewerage systems
- poor water quality in streams and rivers; and
- a lack of wildlife habitats in urban areas and a lack of connectivity with suburban/rural areas.

In summary, SuDS will:
- manage volume and flow rates of run-off to reduce the downstream flow and destructive power of surface water, and reduce the risk of flooding
- improve water quality by reducing pollution locally and downstream in streams, rivers and estuaries
- encourage natural groundwater recharge to help maintain river and stream flows in periods of dry weather, and support wetlands in the wider landscape
- protect and enhance water quality and provide significant opportunities for wetland habitat creation
- support the well-being of people and communities and increase the amenity value of developed land
- increase evapotranspiration and climate regulation in urban areas.

Just as in nature, water begins a journey when it enters the SuDS sequence. The elements that make up this sequence or ‘management train’ are described in more detail later on. Starting with a roof and ending with a wetland, every stage offers potential for people and wildlife benefits.
Legislation

The European Water Framework Directive (WFD) was adopted in 2000 and passed into UK law in 2003. It aims to improve the chemical and ecological status of rivers, lakes, estuaries, coastal waters and groundwater and their dependant ecosystems. SuDS have a key role in delivering those objectives.

After the 2007 summer floods and the subsequent Pitt Review, came the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 (http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/). This is set to become the key legislation relating to SuDS in England and Wales. In seeking to effectively manage floods, it will make the installation of SuDS compulsory for nearly all new developments. It will also remove the right of automatic connection to sewers unless the drainage scheme is approved by the soon to be created SuDS Approving Bodies (SABs).

Local Authorities have a duty to ensure high quality, fit for purpose SuDS are delivered as a result of this legislation. The SABs will be created within local authorities and they will be tasked with approving all SuDS in new developments (and also redevelopments). The SAB will also be responsible for their adoption and management.

Augustenborg, Malmo, Sweden – an open grass and stone channel linking SuDS features and fully integrated into the landscape design. Photo: Bob Bray

The draft national standards governing the design and operation of SuDS in England state that wherever possible surface water should be managed above ground and that rainfall should be managed at source. In all cases, water treatment should be in the form of a management train which incrementally improves water quality at each stage. Significantly, it also identifies that SuDS can be designed to deliver people and wildlife benefits whilst managing surface water.

For further information on legislation see: http://ww2.defra.gov.uk/environment/flooding/legislation/

The Water Environment and Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003 also makes the use of the SuDS approach compulsory for new developments in Scotland.

In Northern Ireland, SuDS are prioritised through planning policy and a variety of instruments see: http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/Documents/RaISe/Publications/2010/Environment/10910.pdf
Delivering multiple benefits through SuDS

Designing SuDS to deliver more than just surface water management is not difficult or costly but it does depend on early consideration at the master planning stage, creativity, consultation and partnership. Done properly, they can deliver benefits for the whole community in terms of biodiversity, climate regulation, regeneration, learning, health, recreation and play. Those local authorities leading the way in linking the requirement for SuDS to meet the objectives of wider social and environmental policy (see later) have understood this to be a cost-effective way of delivering sustainable, resilient communities in urban areas.

The National Planning Policy Framework (2012) (NPPF) makes it clear that local authority plans should seek to protect and enhance the natural environment and that policies recognise the wider benefits of ecosystem services and should capture multiple benefits from land use including wildlife, recreation, mitigation of flood risk and carbon storage; clearly SuDS have a central role to play in delivering these multiple benefits.

Sustainable development and liveability – supporting quality of life and well-being through well-designed SuDS

The contribution of biodiversity to sustainable development and ‘liveability’ agendas is fully recognised in national strategies, regional and local policies and programmes dealing with urban areas and development. This includes the Natural Environment White Paper, ‘The natural choice: securing the value of nature’ (NEWP), the NPPF and the localism agenda. NEWP clearly identifies that the natural environment and the associated green economy are fundamental to economic growth and human well-being. Its key themes of ‘no net loss’, ecological networks, integrated land management and health are all readily addressed in well-designed SuDS.

Complementing NEWP is the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (2011) which stresses the importance of managing ecosystems in an integrated fashion to deliver a wider range of services and benefits to create better places for people and wildlife. SuDS will maximise wildlife, water and landscape benefits for people and support wider ecosystem function at the same time.

The Localism Act (2011) introduced Neighbourhood Development Plans, a new and voluntary planning process as well as a Local Green Space designation. These new tools can help encourage the use of SuDS to create wildlife-rich developments.

However, many locally accessible spaces including some SuDS, do not offer much in the way of biodiversity or public amenity value because of poor design and management. SuDS designed with people and wildlife in mind from the very beginning can result in wildlife-rich green space and therefore offer many other amenity benefits. Retrofitting SuDS features can also improve the amenity and wildlife interest of an area.

Natural England’s ‘Nature Nearby’ Accessible Natural Greenspace Guidance (2010) specifically identifies SuDS as an opportunity for creating new green space in urban areas and states that when incorporated into site master plans alongside new footpaths, greenways and woodlands, they deliver a range of benefits to people. Benefits include provision of places for recreation and relaxation, areas for children to play, regeneration, education and improved health.

For more details on how green space, including SuDS, can bring health benefits see:

http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/enjoying/linkingpeople/health/default.aspx for information about England, and:


Biodiversity – National biodiversity strategies and Local BAPs

SuDS will benefit many priority habitats and species contained within Local BAPs and can contribute to meeting many objectives contained within each of the four national biodiversity strategies (see UK post-2012 Biodiversity Framework at: http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/)

However, this needs doing at the master planning or design stage and it is strongly recommended appropriate ecological advice is sought to inform the design and secure a positive outcome for wildlife. This will help enhance awareness of the value and importance of the natural environment in local communities.

Water voles are one of a number of priority species that can benefit from SuDS.

Photo: Tom Marshall [rspb-images.com]
Green infrastructure (GI) and blue corridors
SuDS should not be seen as isolated features within the urban environment and care should be taken at the design stage to situate them within existing or future networks of habitats. They can act as linking habitats, stepping stones or as part of a corridor. They are particularly useful in urban areas allowing wildlife to move through and into rural areas as well as being urban habitats in their own right. They will help maintain and build ecological function in urban areas, particularly as part of a network of such sites. Integrating surface water management into Green Infrastructure strategies (http://www.greeninfrastructurenw.co.uk/html/index.php) at the local scale brings enormous benefits to local people. Similarly, Defra’s ‘blue corridors’ (http://randd.defra.gov.uk/) scoping study of 2011 shows how, with creative thinking and good planning, SuDS can play a significant part in delivering better places to live.

Adapting to a changing climate – how SuDS can help
SuDS as part of Green Infrastructure will help us adapt to rising temperatures and increasingly extreme and unpredictable weather events. For example, research suggests the number of people at risk of urban flooding in England could increase four-fold as a result of climate change; there is a need to act now. NEWP clearly indicates the strategic role green infrastructure has to play in combating the effects of climate change such as flooding and heat waves.

SuDS provide obvious opportunities for adaptation including flood attenuation, groundwater recharge, wetland creation and local climate regulation through evaporative cooling. In the urban high streets of the future, where average temperatures may increase by up to 6°C, trees, groups of trees and SuDS wetlands could be an essential part of the street scene. Using SuDS now to capture these adaptation benefits for the future represents high quality planning.

Climate change will also affect the distribution of wildlife, habitats and the health of ecosystems which in turn will have an impact on human well-being. SuDS, as part of wider GI provision, will help reduce habitat fragmentation, allow migration of species and support ecosystem resilience through targeted wetland creation and management.
The key principles are:

- Involve local communities in ‘master planning’ their SuDS environment at the earliest stage.
- Involve them in the detailed design and management of SuDS.
- Establish amenity and biodiversity as high priorities in all SuDS, both new and retro-fit schemes.
- Allocate adequate resources for design and long-term management.
- Seek advice and input from ecologists and landscape architects.
SuDS in the built environment

Retrofitting
Disconnecting down pipes and diverting surface water away from drains through water butts and from impermeable surfaces along grassy swales, through basins, rain gardens and planters can turn uninspiring open spaces into vibrant, aesthetically pleasing areas full of wildlife (see also Retrofitting to manage surface water – C713, CIRIA 2012).

New developments
In urban areas, green space is often at a premium. Careful planning and design in new developments can reduce and slow run-off, provide clean water and create valuable new wildlife habitat too. In fact, the requirement for green space and SuDS can be combined to provide multiple benefits in a very cost-effective manner.

Green roofs and permeable surfaces clean and allow water to drain naturally into soils beneath or provide a source of clean water for wetland wildlife. Any runoff can be channelled into features such as rain gardens, planters, ponds and wetlands linked by carefully designed hard and soft conveyance features such as concrete rills and grass swales.

Parks and green spaces
These areas provide the opportunity to clean and store large volumes of run-off through a range of surface features such as swales, rills, retention basins, ponds and wetlands. Public parks can have the capacity to intercept significant flows from surrounding developments. They can improve parks in many ways as either temporary or permanent water features, linked by interesting conveyance systems. They can also assist with landscape irrigation.

It’s important to note that SuDS features in areas that can be accessed by the public should receive only clean water generated by source control features located at the beginning of the SuDS sequence.
**Schools**

SuDS are an opportunity to enhance the school environment as well as providing for outdoor learning and play. Roofs and all hard surfaces provide an opportunity to slow, clean and collect water run-off. These may be linked by creative use of surface channels, rills and linear wetlands to move water around the school. Incorporating features such as cascades, spouts and water chutes adds visual interest.

*Fort Royal Primary School, Worcester – three rain slides deliver roof water into a raised pool which overflows into a set channel and rill before flowing to a wildlife pond in green space, all accessible by children. Photo: Bob Bray*

---

**Roads**

Roads, cycleways, paths and associated areas contribute significantly to run-off. For roads, there is the added problem of oils and other pollutants entering the SuDS.

To treat this contaminated run-off at source, it must either be allowed to infiltrate into soil (where groundwater is not threatened) or collected and cleaned before release into adjacent features such as bioretention areas. In addition, run-off can also be conveyed via rills and swales into a nearby SuDS usually via silt interceptors.

Traffic calming chicanes or street planters running parallel to roads and footpaths provide opportunities to landscape streets with trees and shrubs which in turn contribute to alleviation of the urban heat island effect and also provide habitat for wildlife.

*Portland, Oregon, USA – SuDS can be incorporated into street landscaping to filter oils and pollutants as well as to attenuate rainfall. Photo: Dusty Gedge*
Key design principles
✓ A controlled flow of treated water is critical for the development of SuDS with high wildlife and amenity value. Poor water quality reduces the likelihood of creating valuable wildlife habitats.
✓ SuDS should provide a flood management and water quality function as well as benefits to people and wildlife but in reality, there is no conflict between these functions.
✓ The design should be easy to understand for those using it for recreation and also those ultimately responsible for its maintenance.
✓ SuDS schemes and components should facilitate gradual seepage of water into the ground (infiltration) where ground conditions allow; slow water flows (attenuate) and provide temporary (detention) and permanent (retention) on-site storage in extreme events of high run-off. Water needs to move between components (conveyance) and finally to a receiving water course if water quality permits this or occasionally if necessary a sewer.
✓ For health and safety design criteria refer to Appendix 5 Health and Safety – designing-out risk.
✓ Expert input from landscape architects and ecologists should be obtained to generate an appropriate design.

Hard landscaping
✓ Lateral flow from hard surfaces should flow unhindered into control features using attractive and effective edge structures. Control features must remove run-off effectively from hard surfaces and be resistant to blockage.
✓ Design should facilitate easy maintenance and include features to contain and manage accidental spillages of contaminants.
✓ Structures should be simple, attractive and easy to maintain.
✓ Direct pipe connections should be avoided beyond the first treatment stage wherever possible.

Soft landscaping (groundwork)
✓ Long term management should be taken into consideration at the design stage. Use land-forming to remove/reduce the need for elaborate, hard control mechanisms and replace with easy to manage flow controls.
✓ Land forming should incorporate a variety of slopes, heights and depths to maximise the physical structure of SuDS, thus maximising potential habitat niches.

Soft landscaping (planting)
✓ Where used, turf should be 20–25mm below the edge of hard surfaces and kerbs to allow water to flow unhindered and prevent blockage by silt.
✓ Retain some open vistas across ponds to create a diverse visual effect. See plant lists in appendices for further suggestions.
✓ Ensure plants are native and of local provenance, appropriate to the region and suited to local soils and hydrology. Never introduce non-natives such as Water Fern Azolla filiculoides and Floating Pennywort Hydrocotyle ranunculoides. See: http://beplantwise.direct.gov.uk
✓ Non-natives can be considered in formal situations, such as rain gardens adjacent to habitation. They should be of high nectar and aesthetic value. They should not be invasive, liable to spread into and impact on important sensitive habitats or to dominate the planting scheme in which it has been included.

Springhill Cohousing Stroud – a T-piece clay pipe reduces the flow from the ornamental pond outside the community house. Photo: John Day (rspb)
Considerations for wildlife
✓ Legally protected species may be present in existing SuDS or prior to creation. They may also colonise post creation. Always seek expert advice (see Useful contacts in appendices).
✓ Where possible, retain existing habitats and incorporate them into the landscape design. SuDS features are likely to have greater species diversity if existing habitats are within dispersal distance for plants, invertebrates and amphibians.
✓ DO NOT incorporate existing wetlands into SuDS where supply of clean water is not guaranteed. For example, it might be desirable to channel clean roof water into a wildlife pond but not road run-off without some prior treatment.
✓ Aim to create new habitats based on ecological context and site conditions. Prioritise habitats and species objectives that contribute to local, regional and national biodiversity targets. Refer to your Local BAP and other local objectives. In many existing SuDS, features can be added or enhanced to improve wildlife and amenity value.
✓ Large detention basins and wetlands may include components of wet grassland and wet scrub depending on local people and wildlife objectives.
The SuDS management train

The management train is the fundamental principle underpinning all SuDS design. It comprises a series of stages in a journey starting when rain falls onto a roof or other hard surface and then flows to its destination, normally a wetland, stream, river or aquifer. SuDS seek to mimic natural hydrological processes in order to incrementally reduce pollution, flow rates and volumes.

As rainfall flows from hard surfaces, it carries with it silt particles, organic debris and pollution. The most important component of this run-off is silt to which pollutants adhere. The management train aims to use enough treatment stages to clean run-off and improve water quality as it moves downstream. SuDS features such as green roofs and permeable paving trap polluted material at the beginning of the sequence allowing natural biological and chemical processes in water, plants and soil to deal with it, a process called bioremediation.

Without clean water, it’s difficult to create high-quality, self-sustaining wetland habitats in SuDS. Proposals should clearly identify how clean water from roofs will be kept separate from more contaminated water (e.g. from car parks) so that water quality can be improved and protected.

Once a controlled flow of clean water can be assured then the design of the SuDS can begin to consider amenity and biodiversity benefits in greater detail.

There is a hierarchy of treatment stages within the management train and an order in which they should be used (see Table 2).
Table 2 The hierarchy of treatment stages within the management train.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prevention</th>
<th>Site housekeeping measures including removal of soil and other detritus from hard-surfaces to reduce impact on water quality downstream. Use design to prevent polluted run-off from entering system. Scale: individual buildings.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source control</td>
<td>Controlling rainfall at or very close to source by using e.g. permeable paving, green roofs, rain gardens and filter strips. Incorporates rain-harvesting features such as water butts. Scale: individual buildings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site control</td>
<td>Controlling run-off received from source control features in detention and retention basins, swales or other surface features. Scale: small residential or commercial developments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional control</td>
<td>Controlling and storing the cleanest run-off received from the site. Scale: large housing developments, multiple sites which can be targeted for larger ‘community-scale’ SuDS features such as a wetland or group of wetlands. This is the final treatment stage and where there is any discharge via a controlled outflow to a stream or river, there should not be any negative impacts on water quality. Ideally, the discharge should improve stream water quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyance features</td>
<td>Move water between the different treatment stages. This should be done using above-ground features such as swales and channels to maximise wildlife and people benefits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 SuDS management train.
SOURCE CONTROL

The volume of run-off generated by a storm is a function of storm severity and landscape capacity to hold water. This capacity is reduced where hard, impermeable surfaces, principally roofs, paved areas and roads occur. Creative use of SuDS features can counter these impacts and help treat water where it falls and allow infiltration and evapotranspiration to occur thus reducing flood risk and improving water quality.

Managing rainfall at source is the fundamental SuDS concept in providing the first treatment stage. It ensures silt and pollution does not enter the management train and controls the flow and quality of water for use further downstream. It is a critical requirement for amenity and biodiversity in providing clean water in surface SuDS features.

These features should be well designed to give an attractive appearance to a development and provide opportunities for wildlife. At this stage rainwater harvesting (e.g. water butts) for use in buildings and gardens can be considered.

Rainwater harvesting can reduce the flow and volume of run-off and demands on mains water supply. The most common is the small garden water butt which is easy to install and maintain. Larger systems are also available for commercial use but are complex and costly to install and if above ground can look unsightly. Additional cost can be incurred if pumping is required for example for use in buildings for water cisterns.

Source control: Green roofs

Description
- formal – intensive green roofs
- informal – extensive green roofs
- both work in SuDS as a source control mechanism
- can have a variety of planting regimes depending on the approach
- depending on the system, may contain wildflowers, grasses and sedums on extensive roofs and ‘garden-like’ vegetation on intensive roofs.

Locations
- urban, suburban, rural
- important in high density urban areas with limited space.

Benefits
Environmental
- slows and reduces run-off particularly during intense storms
- extensive roofs may not provide as much attenuation as that intensive green roofs.
- generates supply of filtered water suitable for wildlife
- reduction in the urban heat island effect through evaporative cooling
- traps air borne pollutants
- noise reduction.

Amenity
- increased visual and physical access to green spaces
- can provide a community resource (e.g. as an informal recreation and meeting space)
- educational opportunities especially in schools or public spaces.

Springhill Housing, Stroud – the upper car court sub-catchment uses permeable pavement to collect, clean and store runoff for downstream amenity and wildlife features. Photo: Bob Bray

Museum of London – the SuDS management train begins with green roofs which attenuate and filter rainfall. They are also a valuable habitat for insects. Photo: John Day (rspb)
**Wildlife**
- biodiverse green roofs feature a variety of habitats both wet and dry
- feeding and foraging areas for birds and invertebrates
- habitat for breeding invertebrates
- stepping stone habitat in urban areas
- potential for water features to be included.

**Design**

**Extensive**
- use a combination of wildflowers seeds and plants of native provenance – as well as sedum species
- plant establishment should ideally take place in September/October
- avoid use of lightweight sedum blankets and mats as these do not promote habitat diversity
- include other features – logs, small stone piles, shelter stones, bird boxes and bee hotels
- ensure a varied depth of substrate form 80mm–150mm to increase water holding capacity and diversity of vegetation.

**Intensive**
- garden roofs may include a mix of native and non-native, all native plants or all non-native ornamental non-invasive plants of known wildlife value
- 70% of the roof area should be soil and vegetation (including water features)
- intensive green roofs require more maintenance, such as mowing, routine pruning and cutting of trees, shrubs and other flowering plants.

*Figure 5 Extensive green roof linked to a rain garden via a water butt.*
Source control: Living walls

Description
• can use native and non-native species
• climbers are ‘trained’ on wires or trellis
• can use planters with soil, hydroponic modules or textile blankets
• should ONLY be considered if using harvested rainwater or grey water sources.

Locations
• urban, suburban, rural.

Benefits
Environmental
• can use harvested rainwater or (with special planting) grey water
• reduction in the urban heat island effect through evaporative cooling
• traps airborne pollutants
• noise reduction.

Amenity
• visually spectacular
• may be used in some cases to grow food.

Wildlife
• provides cover for nesting birds, eg: house sparrow flowers can attract nectar feeding insects, especially native species with documented wildlife value such as Ivy
• foraging for bats and birds
• invertebrate nests
• ‘stepping stone’ habitat in urban areas.

Design
• include features such as ledges, nest boxes and insect hotels
• planting needs to be adjusted to suit aspect – walls in shady locations are easier to vegetate
• climbers are usually low maintenance.

Figure 6 Living walls can provide great habitat for wildlife.
Source control: Rain gardens

Description
- shallow depression with free-draining soil
- slows rainfall run-off and improves water quality
- planted with species able to tolerate short periods of inundation
- variety of scales and locations from domestic to public realm
- receives rainfall from downpipe or paved area (but not car parks; see bioretention areas).

Benefits
Environmental
- reduces flooding
- filters and cleans surface water run-off
- mitigates urban heat island effect (in sufficient numbers) by increasing evapotranspiration.

Amenity
- space for relaxation and quiet enjoyment
- aesthetically pleasing
- may be used to grow food.

Wildlife
- flowers can attract nectar-feeding insects
- invertebrate ‘hotels’ can be added along with other habitat features
- acts as a ‘stepping stone’ habitat in urban areas.

Design
- rain gardens can be integrated with adjacent hard and permeable surfaces
- if rain garden overflows ensure that excess water flows to an existing drain, an alternative drain (seek advice if this is the case) or even to another rain garden
- soil must be permeable, often engineered soils are added to the backfill. However even soils rich in clay may be mixed with other materials (sand, organic matter, rubble etc.) to improve permeability. Consider under-draining if appropriate.
- large rain gardens are better than small ones although most sizes will provide opportunities for controlling run-off, wildlife habitat and enjoyment
- further advice from www.raingardens.info

Figure 7 Rain gardens attenuate and clean surface water and provide valuable habitats in urban settings.
Source control: Permeable surfaces

Description
• permeable surface such as block pavers which allows water to drain through vertical holes or gaps between individual units
• can also be concrete or recycled plastic cellular blocks with space for soil and vegetation in gaps.

Locations
• urban, suburban, rural
• important in urban areas with limited space.

Benefits
Environmental
• allows run-off to percolate naturally into ground or into collection chamber
• reduces run-off from hard surfaces
• first line of defence against pollution; pollutants can be retained within sub-surface matrix
• sometimes the only option in high density urban areas but allows dual use of space and therefore reduced land take.

Amenity
• firm dry surfaces to park and walk on after heavy rain
• appropriate design can bring visual and landscape benefits.

Wildlife
• little direct benefit, however the treatment function generates cleaner water for the surface SuDS features ‘downstream’, protecting and enhancing water quality in the receiving water body
• gravel can be planted with nectar-rich plants, tolerant of drought, foot and vehicle damage e.g. chamomile and thyme
• gravel turf (sometimes known as schotterrasen) can be used where compacted gravel is turfed or sown with a flower-rich grassland mix
• cellular blocks can be seeded with native flower-rich grass mixes of known provenance.

Design
• use minimum amount of space required to maximise naturally-vegetated areas
• permeable pavement is laid over approximately 200mm deep voided stone
• holes and gaps between blocks can be filled with gravel
• lateral drainage from voided sub-base or through perforated pipes can be used to supply SuDS features including ponds
• where infiltration is not possible, collection chambers can be fitted to store and generate a clean supply of water for downstream SuDS
• for existing hard surfaces, consider removing and reinstating with permeable materials or refill with well drained compost and landscape with grass seed or turf, nectar-rich herbaceous plants or native shrubs.

Figure 8 A variety of permeable surfaces in a residential setting together with other source control features.
Source control: Filter strips

Description
- vegetated (usually grassy) areas of broad, flat and gently sloping land (1–2m+ wide)
- intercept rainfall run-off from a site as overland sheet flow
- can be used anywhere except over vulnerable aquifers.

Benefits
Environmental
- filters rainfall producing cleaner run-off into swale or other SuDS feature
- Increased evapotranspiration contributes to reduction of the urban heat island effect.

Amenity
- if large enough and sited appropriately, can provide informal relaxation in public open spaces, e.g. picnic areas.

Wildlife
- can be planted with native plants to create wildflower meadows
- tussocky grassland can be created
- provides habitat for invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians.

Design
- filter strips should be located alongside adjacent hard and impermeable and permeable surfaces
- filter strips should be used in conjunction with swales (or other SuDS features) to maximise provision of clean water for wildlife
- use filter strip creation as an opportunity to create areas of wildflower grasslands with facilities for people to enjoy wildlife (e.g. tables, benches, interpretation).

Figure 9 Filter strip receiving surface run-off from impermeable car-park which then drains overland to a wet swale with a variety of wetland plants.
Source control: Bioretention areas

Description
- landscaped shallow depression to capture and bioremediate polluted run-off from roads and car parks
- can be formally landscaped with colourful shrubs and herbaceous plants
- under-drained with drainage layer and engineered sand.

Locations
- urban, suburban
- ideal in high density residential housing, commercial and industrial areas.

Benefits

Environmental
- reduces run-off and localised flooding
- groundwater recharge if geology suitable
- intercepts and filters pollutants at an early stage
- increased evapotranspiration improves the climate, contributing to the reduction of the urban heat island effect.

Amenity
- enhances urban areas otherwise devoid of green space
- provide information panels to raise awareness of SuDS
- creates elements of green infrastructure in urban areas.

Wildlife
- invertebrate cover
- nectar for insects when landscaped with suitable plants
- foraging areas for birds and other wildlife.

Design
- integrate bioretention areas with adjacent impermeable/permeable surfaces
- run-off from hard surfaces (roads and pavements) enters roadside planters via dropped kerbs
- backfill with engineered soils to retain permeability and allow root development
- under-drained with permeable pipe and connected to existing drain.

Figure 10 Bioretention areas enhance the streetscene, increase evaporative cooling and provide habitat for wildlife.
SITE CONTROL

This describes those SuDS features within or at the edge of developments that provide a second or third treatment stage including storage for run-off that has been conveyed from source control structures (e.g. from green roof or rain garden).

The most common features are detention and retention basins, swales and small urban ponds, providing cost effective and easily managed landscape structures for temporary storage of water and to trap and treat pollutants before they move further through the site.

These features are often poorly designed and either do not meet basic design criteria or are omitted altogether. Urban ponds can be naturalistic (see photo below left) and are dealt with in detail as detention basins in the following section.

They may alternatively form part of a hard landscape feature, as shown in the photograph (top) and the figure below.

*Figure 11 Urban ponds integrated into hard landscaping of SuDS can provide somewhere pleasant to sit, and when planted appropriately can also be attractive to wildlife.*

![Fort Royal Primary School, Worcester – small urban ponds and water features can still be created in areas of hard landscaping. Photo: John Day (rspb)](image1)

![Pershore High School, Worcs – filter strips and swales play an important role intercepting silt, reducing flow rates and removing over 80% of pollution before allowing water to enter this pond. Photo: Bob Bray](image2)
Site control: Detention basins

Description
- vegetated depressions which temporarily hold water
- some designs may hold water longer than others.

Locations
- suburban, rural
- downstream of source control features.

Benefits

Environmental
- detain water allowing gradual infiltration into soil and removal of pollutants through bioremediation
- reduces flood risk downstream
- high biodiversity where water quality is good.

Amenity
- multi-functional uses (e.g. children’s play areas, football pitches, picnic areas)
- using site interpretation and events (e.g. guided walks) to raise awareness
- wildflower grasslands, small woodlands and ephemeral pools can significantly enhance visual appeal.

Wildlife
- nectar source for insects if seeded with suitable wildflower mix
- some plants and animals require ephemeral water bodies as part of their lifecycle
- habitat for wetland plants.

Design
- where space allows, create multiple basins of varying size and shape
- shelves and shallow graded sides, undulating surfaces and convoluted edges provide greatest wildlife value
- sow a species-rich grass and flower mix appropriate to soil conditions and the locality.
- provide dead wood habitat piles for invertebrates, reptiles and small mammals
- use spoil to vary ground levels to maximise structural and habitat diversity.

Figure 12 Detention basin showing multi-functional use of space.
REGIONAL CONTROL

This provides the last water quality 'polishing' before discharge into the wider catchment. When storage of run-off cannot easily be accommodated within the development it may be possible to convey these excess volumes out of the development itself into public open space. Here, there is great potential to maximise both wildlife and amenity benefits.

These regional features use the landscape to manage large volumes of relatively clean run-off in temporary basins (see detention basins), permanent balancing ponds and wetlands. Wetlands are varied and include seasonally flooded woodland and grassland habitats, more permanently wet fens, reedbeds and marshes.

Incorporating this natural diversity in SuDS is completely compatible with achieving maximum wildlife and amenity benefit. Unfortunately, many of the existing examples created are uninspiring and fail in realising their full potential. Adhering to the following design principles will help avoid the creation of 'bomb-crater' SuDS features with little visual appeal but instead create wetlands rich in wildlife which the public will enjoy and care about.

Regional control: Retention basins and associated wetlands

Description
- contain permanent water and other wetland habitats e.g. temporary pools, wet grassland, wet woodland and reedbeds
- capacity to store additional storm run-off, releasing it at a controlled rate during and after the peak flow has passed
- last stage in management train before release of clean water into receiving watercourse (or infiltration to ground).

Locations
- suburban, rural.

Figure 13 Retention basin including many valuable habitats and amenity features.
Benefits

Environmental
- extended retention period removes yet more pollutants before allowing water into catchment
- links urban and suburban wetland habitats to the wider landscape
- reduces flooding.

Amenity
- attractive public open space
- opportunities to involve people in volunteer management, events programme
- informal exercise, recreation and play, relaxation and learning
- boardwalks, hides, bridges, trails and cycle ways, events and interpretation etc. provide for public awareness enjoyment and access
- potential for integration with wider environmental and social initiatives
- on large sites and where appropriate, grazing animals may add aesthetic value.

Wildlife
- provides shelter, food and foraging and breeding opportunities for a variety of wildlife species including amphibians, plants, invertebrates, birds, bats and other mammals
- opportunities to create wet woodland, reedbed, open water and wet grassland
- contributes to local BAP targets.

Design
- shallow undulating sides, uneven surfaces and convoluted edges provide greatest habitat value
- where appropriate consider planting trees, shrubs and marginal vegetation and creating flower-rich grass buffer zones where absent
- selective and careful use of native plants helps enhance wildlife and landscape value
- on larger areas, encourage development of wet woodland where appropriate
- include (or retain) tussocky grass filter strips around edges of retention area. Enhance with native planting if appropriate
- provide dead wood piles as a habitat for invertebrates, reptiles and small mammals.

Figure 14 Amenity wetlands with temporary pools, wet woodland and tussocky wet grassland.
Figure 15: Plan view of SuDS storage wetlands at end of management train with wildlife habitats and amenity features.

- Access for machinery
- Wet woodland and wet scrub
- Ephemeral pools and channels
- Damp zone
- River
- Emergency overflow
- Outflow to river
- Tussocky wet grassland
- Inflow from upstream SuDS
- Permanent water 300mm-500mm depth
- Wet woodland and wet scrub
- Interpretation board (IP)
- Dipping platform (DP)
- Marginal vegetation
- Path
CONVEYANCE FEATURES

Swales are the most common vegetated conveyance features used in SuDS and bring ecological and amenity benefits to a site. They link other components of the management train, such as filter strips and permeable surfaces to collect and convey run-off.

Swales are wide, shallow grassed features that slow down run-off, trap sediments and can allow some infiltration. They may also contain small check dams to hold water back in a series of shallow pools offering potential for wetland plants to colonise.

They can be under-drained where a dry surface is needed providing additional filtering in the under-drain or become permanently wet to create a linear wetland habitat-rich in plants and invertebrates.

Water may also be conveyed in a number of other interesting ways using hard landscape features which in turn may also be enhanced with appropriate planting. Urban design uses many forms of architectural channels, cascades, rills and canals to convey water in the landscape. Where silt and major pollutant loads have been removed, they provide visual interest, are easily understood by observers and provide easily maintained SuDS conveyance features. Although ‘architectural’ in nature, there are still many opportunities to provide valuable urban wildlife habitat.

Some examples of swale designs.

Witney, Oxfordshire – a stone check-dam in a roadside swale to slow flows and prevent erosion. Stones that become hidden in grass may pose management risks. Photo: Bob Bray

Augustenborg, Malmo, Sweden – an open swale next to a cycle route with large boulders common in many Swedish landscape designs showing a confident approach to risk. Photo: Bob Bray

Sonnenhausen Estate in Glonn, Germany – a series of ‘flow forms’ deliver water to a hard urban landscape exploring the way it can enhance the city environment.

Augustenborg, Malmo, Sweden – open channels, pools and shallow bridges re-connect people to water and wetlands in the urban landscape. Photo: Bob Bray

Springfield Cohousing, Stroud – in urbanised areas, rills can make a visually interesting feature and provide additional wildlife benefit. Photo: John Day (rspb)
Conveyance features: Swales

Description
- swales are linear, shallow channels that transport water from one part of the SuDS management train to the next
- shallow pools within swales can be create by using small check dams
- can be under-drained
- can be incorporated into hard landscape as a rill or stone-lined channel.

Locations
- urban, suburban, rural.

Benefits
Environmental
- slows run-off from hard surfaces
- allows natural infiltration into soil
- intercepts and filters pollutants

Amenity
- an informal soft landscaped edge to hard surfaces can enhance aesthetic appeal
- wildflower enhancement of grassland and ephemeral pools increases visual appeal
- ideal for informal recreation and relaxation. With some thought and creativity, opportunities for seating, interpretation, formal recreation can be incorporated.

Wildlife
- provides shelter, somewhere to forage and breed for invertebrates, birds and mammals
- can be planted with native wetland plants, taking care not to impede stormwater passage and visibility
- shallow pools upstream of check dams provide opportunities for wetland plants.

Design
- in cross section, slopes should be shallow, no greater than 1:3.
- use turf to provide immediate water treatment function but plug plant with native wetland species to provide habitat
- under-drain for a dry swale or omit under-drain to create a wet feature
- where check dams are used to combat erosion consider creating small, wet areas
- do not connect swale until all bare soil has been turfed or until sown grass has developed a closed sward
- lower or remove raised kerbs to allow free flow from hard surfaces into grass swales
- enhance swale habitat by planting or sowing with native wetland species.

Figure 16 Wildlife-rich wet swale with check dam (linked to filter strip).
Part 3. Creating, enhancing and managing SuDS for wildlife

Managing SuDS for wildlife

This section begins with general recommendations and advice for creating SuDS rich in people and wildlife benefits and is then followed by more specific planting advice relating to SuDS features themselves. It is important also to understand that, in most instances, SuDS will comprise both formally landscaped areas and more natural areas. Each of these will need to be designed and managed with people and wildlife as key objectives but different management activities may need to be applied to achieve these objectives in the two distinct areas. Furthermore, other SuDS functions of water quantity and quality management must also be born in mind.

Table 3 Maintenance of SuDS features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance operation</th>
<th>Re</th>
<th>Ri</th>
<th>LW</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>RG</th>
<th>FS</th>
<th>Br</th>
<th>DB</th>
<th>RB</th>
<th>WG</th>
<th>WW</th>
<th>SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear shingle perimeters and drainage layers, removing unwanted vegetation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retain dead stems in autumn as habitat for over-wintering invertebrates</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove litter and other inorganic debris as required</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean and refill block paver joints with gravel</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undertake clipping, pruning, coppicing and thinning as required. Leave cuttings in situ or create habitat piles</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace dead plants if and as required, adjusting species mix according to local conditions</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mow as required and in appropriate conditions (e.g. do not mow wet swales), to achieve a varied sward structure. Before mowing check for wildlife. Use clippings to create habitat piles</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weed as necessary, employ a light touch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove silt as necessary</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check inlets/outlets/sediment traps and remove any blockages</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinstate permeable surface by raking or shallow digging of compacted soil</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair, create new and maintain habitat features (insect hotels, log piles, nest boxes, etc.) as required. Do not remove deadwood</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain access routes to inlets/outlets and other features as required</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Re = Green roof (extensive); Ri = Green roof (intensive); LW = Living wall; PS = Permeable surfaces; RG = Rain garden; FS = Filter strips; Br = Bioretention; DB = Detention Basin; RB = Retention Basin; WG = Wet Grassland; WW = Wet Woodland; SW = Swale.

Great crested newts - one of many amphibians to benefit from SuDS. Photo: Nigel Symes (rspb)
Management principles

✓ Management plans are essential for the delivery of wildlife and people benefits. Develop a plan that has wildlife and people at its heart and that is simple and easy to understand. Involve local people in this process.
✓ Be aware of the presence of protected species (e.g. bats, birds in the breeding season, water voles and great crested newts), site designations and other legal duties and manage accordingly (see Appendix 4 Staying legal during management).
✓ Seek expert advice from ecologists to produce a plan which protects and enhances all wildlife including legally protected species.
✓ Engage communities in SuDS and their wildlife through site interpretation and events programme.
✓ Training and supervision of contractors other practical staff and communities involved in SuDS management is essential.

Grassland

Benefits for wildlife

Grasslands are particularly important for wildlife. Structure is crucial and it is important to provide a variety of lengths throughout a site. Leaving some areas uncut over winter and other areas cut every two to three years further enhances structural diversity.

Wildlife will utilise different lengths of grass in a variety of ways. For example, birds and mammals will forage in different lengths of grass for seeds and insects. Simply making a small increase to the minimum height of a short grass specification helps retain humidity and soil moisture which in turn benefits soil invertebrates.

Longer swards provide somewhere for the eggs, pupae or larvae of some insects to overwinter in the grass thatch. They will also be used by bumble bees to nest in. Beneath trees and adjacent to shrubs, invertebrates that feed in the trees and bushes can pupate in the grass to complete their life cycle. Flying insects may shelter during rain or sudden changes in temperature and roost overnight. Reptiles and amphibians will search for insects in longer grass and use it as cover when moving between sites.

Sheltered sunny margins, beneath trees and shrubs and marginal wetland vegetation are ideal places to retain long grass. It helps increase humidity beneath bushes, buffering them from drying winds and improves conditions for wildlife. Beneath trees, soil moisture and humidity are retained and tree roots protected. Encouraging natural colonisation, seeding or planting flowers into grasslands provides nectar for a variety of insects.
General management recommendations

- Maintain short grass adjacent to paths and in the formal areas of the SuDS.
- Within SuDS features (e.g. swales), longer grass slows water flow, traps silts and provides opportunities to improve wildlife value.
- Inform users (e.g. through interpretative signs) of the wildlife benefits of longer grass.
- Leave areas of long grass over winter and where possible, create areas of undisturbed grassland, cutting on a two or three year cycle, allowing plants to flower and seed.
- Avoid wherever possible damaging ant nests when mowing. Ants are an important element of grassland communities.

Creating and managing flower-rich grassland

- Some SuDS features require 100% vegetation cover before the system is commissioned e.g. swales. In this case, turfing will be essential. Flower-rich turfs are a good option, although cost may be restrictive. However, wildflower plugs may be added at a later date.
- Autumn sowing and rolling of the seed bed is likely to result in better germination. Spring sowing can sometimes be affected by drought and increased weed competition.
- Sowing rates are usually low, ranging from 2–4gm/m². Mix seed with sand to give an even spread.
- After cutting, and in the absence of grazing, it might aid seed germination to scarify the sward. Follow this with sowing additional flower species.
- Mowing frequently in the first year after sowing speeds establishment.
- Once established mowing should be timed accordingly to suit either a spring or summer flowering meadow. Avoid mowing before July where there may be ground-nesting birds.

Table 4 SuDS and grassland habitats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SuDS feature</th>
<th>Grassland feature</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short 35–50mm</td>
<td>Intermediate 50–150mm</td>
<td>Long 150–450mm</td>
<td>Rotational 2–3yr cycle</td>
<td>Flower-rich</td>
<td>Reed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive green roof</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeable surfaces</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter strip</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swale</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detention basin</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention basin</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetlands</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mammals and birds such as this starling can forage for insects and seeds in grassland. Photo: John Day (rspb)

Long grass adjacent to dense scrub is attractive to many insects such as dark bush-cricket. Photo: John Day (rspb)
• For spring meadows, cut from late May or early June, after flowers have seeded and then as necessary throughout summer.
• For summer meadows, cut until late April then leave until August–September before cutting again. Depending on weather, one cut may be all that is necessary before leaving uncut through winter to the following spring.
• Timing of operations also has a bearing on fauna and flora. For example, cutting in July has negative impacts on grasshoppers, while a later cut might encourage knapweeds to dominate. Aim for conditions suitable to most species, particularly those of local and priority interest.
• Existing grassland may be enhanced using any number of techniques, from hay strewing (spreading green hay from a suitable local donor site), plug planting using a reputable native plant supplier, to turf stripping small plots (where erosion is not a risk) and seeding over several years.

Creating and managing wet grassland and rush management
• When creating new habitat, or enhancing existing areas, vary topography with drier hummocky areas for plants and animals that prefer free-draining sites and depressions that hold water for wetland wildlife. Shallow scapes, linked with sinuous surface channels of varying width will increase opportunities for wildlife and slow water flows.
• Should rush cover exceed 30%. Mowing, grazing or a combination is often effective at bringing it under control.
• Cut rushes as low as possible (without scalping), with subsequent cuts after four to eight weeks. Following a cut, a short period of cattle grazing may be sufficient.

The most effective treatment with minimal impact on non-target vegetation is to weed wipe fresh re-growth after topping.

Creating and managing reedbeds
• SuDS are typically low nutrient systems but there may be situations where reedbed creation is desirable for the wildlife value they provide.
• Reed may be used to trap silt and slow the flow of water. Can be planted in detention and retention basins where water may not be nutrient poor.
• Plant in shallow margins at 4/m². Water levels at or just below the surface are sufficient to maintain plants, although depths up to 5cm are considered optimal. Plants should not be submerged but neither should the surface be allowed to dry.
• It may be necessary to fence young reeds to protect them from browsing by water birds, until they begin to establish.

Milton Keynes – larger SuDS can provide opportunities for creating a variety of wetland habitat such as wet grassland. Photo: John Day (rspb)

Milton Keynes – a retention pond featuring recently-managed reedbed. Photo: John Day (rspb)
• After establishment, usually in the second year, reed will grow and spread rapidly in waters from 10 to 200 cm deep.
• Maintain at least 20–30% open water among the reeds and plenty of open wet margins, where reed cover is sparse and more open. This allows easy movement of fish and other wildlife through the reeds and provides shelter.
• To prevent drying, it may be necessary to cut 30% of the reed each winter. Remove all cuttings into habitat piles or off-site composting.
• It may be necessary to dredge nutrient-rich sediments from time to time, particularly around well vegetated inlets and outlets. This may require a license, from the local authority and or environment agency.
• Where contaminated sediment is not an issue, dredged material may be spread and leveled away from the edge to reduce leaching of nutrients. Do not cover flower-rich grasslands.

Grazing (on larger sites only)
• Grazing has been successfully implemented in even the most urban areas. Inform users (e.g. through interpretative signs) of the people and wildlife benefits and the need for understanding and consideration on behalf of dog walkers.
• Grazing creates a mosaic of tussocks and short turf, ideal for a diverse invertebrate community.
• Use of cattle is preferred to sheep as they create a favourable sward structure and are more adept at coping with coarse vegetation types typical of wet grassland habitats. Stocking rates need to be flexible and will vary according to fertility, soil type, climate and season.
• Use low stocking densities or avoid grazing during late spring and summer as this may affect ground nesting birds and can prevent plants from flowering and seeding.
• Autumn grazing following a hay cut is ideal as it opens the sward to encourage seed germination.

Trees and shrubs

Benefits to wildlife
The growth characteristics of the plants and their subsequent management are important. When managed well, woody plants provide a range of benefits for a variety of wildlife. Suitably structured plantings provide wildlife with cover to safely forage and breed in. Areas of wet scrub and woodland, usually around larger detention and retention ponds and wet grassland can benefit a range of wildlife too.

Dead and decaying wood is valuable for mosses, lichen and fungi. It is also particularly important for invertebrates, many species of which rely on it for

Grazing has been used in even the most urban areas although site interpretation will be an important element of any such scheme. Photo: John Day (rspb)

Dead and decaying wood is important for mosses, lichen and fungi, and also provides egg-laying habitat for many insects such as this horntail. Photo: John Day (rspb)

Milton Keynes – wet woodland can benefit a range of wildlife and contribute to local biodiversity targets. Photo: John Day (rspb)
Rotational coppicing produces a range of conditions, which benefit invertebrate species that require open, sunny conditions.

Look to coppice small areas on a 9–15 year cycle depending on the species. For example, cut around one third every five years or a fifth every three years. Plants grown for their stem colour, such as dogwoods, may require cutting on shorter cycles.

On open sites, where planting or natural regeneration is possible, maintain an approximate 5 to 10% proportion of scattered scrub in clumps of varying shape and size.

In more natural areas (e.g. detention and retention basins) allow natural processes to drive development of habitat.

In wet woodland, allow natural processes such as tree replacement in gaps caused by flooding, senescing of old trees and the retention of deadwood and windblown trees where they do not pose a safety risk.

Timing of management is important; avoid major cutting during the summer nesting season. Photo: Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)
To maintain perpetuity and age diversity, select and retain saplings during thinning. Alternatively, gap up with native ‘whips’ or ‘feathers’.

After thinning, a temporary flush of annual and perennial plants is likely. This provides valuable nectar for invertebrates. Look to retain this, particularly in less formal areas. Shrubs will soon re-grow to shade them out.

In formal locations, consider under-planting thinned shrub stands with nectar-rich annuals and perennials. For longer-term benefit, choose shade or partial shade tolerant, herbaceous plants. Native woodland species would be preferable but in formal areas this is not necessarily essential.

Inform the local community and users of pending thinning work, explaining the long-term environmental benefits.

**Dead and decaying wood**

- Retain and increase the amount of cut woody material on site, laying or stacking at or near to where it has been cut.
- Where safe to do so, retain standing dead and dying trees and shrubs. Also, retain any stumps of trees that have had to be removed.
- For mature or veteran trees, always seek specialist advice particularly with reference to the likelihood of bats being present within the tree (see Appendix 4 Staying legal during management).
- Create habitat piles with cuttings and pruned material (see Appendix 3 Miscellaneous features for ideas).

**Specific planting recommendations for SuDS**

**Aims**

Planting plans should ensure that plant choice and location:

- prevent erosion of soil surfaces
- trap silt and prevent re-suspension
- filter and treat pollution
- provide wildlife habitat
- provide visual and landscape benefits.

**General requirements**

- **Filter strips and swales** normally require turf to be laid over 100–150mm of topsoil, sometimes (but not always and especially not if the objective is to create a wildlife-rich wetland swale) with a gravel under-drain to ensure water soaks quickly into the ground or flows to a convenient detention area.
- **Detention and retention basins** are simple depressions in the ground with a grass surface but can feature extensive wet areas that can be planted with native wetland plants or where natural recolonisation can be encouraged.
- **Ponds** are basins designed to fill naturally with water in clay soils or can be lined to ensure water stays in the pond most of the year.

**Design guidance**

- All bare soil surfaces should be protected as soon as possible following construction to prevent erosion.
- All other surfaces that will receive direct flows e.g. filter strips, swales, inlets and outlets etc. should be stabilised immediately using turf or similar (e.g. a fully biodegradable coir blanket seeded with native flowers and grasses) prior to commissioning.
- All surfaces adjacent to infiltration structures e.g. filter drains, permeable surfaces or infiltration basins should be turfed.
- All planting must be accessible in order to be easily maintained.
- Wherever possible, all seed and plants to be supplied from an accredited source which specialises in British native plants and can guarantee provenance. However, it may be desirable in some cases to use non-native plants (see Appendix 2 for further advice).

**Planting of areas adjacent to SuDS features**

- All planting that link SuDS features with existing, natural wetlands should use native species from an accredited source to prevent the spread of alien species and protect native habitat.
- Use normal amenity grade turf wherever possible to provide an immediate protected surface for drainage
- Alternatively, use wildflower-rich turf to perform the same function. This may be more expensive so to reduce costs, consider using a smaller amount but intersperse this with the amenity turf so that over time, wildflowers can colonise other areas.
- All planting should aim to create permanent ground cover with no bare soil or use of surface mulches.
- Plant with native plant plugs after permanent ground cover has been established in order to bring added plant and wildlife diversity (if using normal amenity turf).
- Maintenance should consist of grass cutting and shrub pruning with no weed treatment or bare soil management but keeping inlets and outlets clear at all times.
Do’s and Don’ts

• Do use turf or a coir blanket (coir as a last resort and seeded with native grasses and flowers) wherever water may flow.
• Do set turf or topsoil for seeded areas next to SuDS features 25mm below adjacent hard edges so that water can flow off the hard surfaces and onto the planted areas.
• Do slope all topsoil away from all hard surfaces to a minimum of 1 in 20 for at least 1m, to avoid soil erosion clogging the voids between pavers.
• Do use native wetland plants from accredited sources to avoid accidental introduction of invasive and non-native species.
• Do use tree and specimen shrubs (native wherever possible) to enhance swales, basins and wetlands.
• Do design the planting to be managed by mowing and pruning but not to expose bare soil which can erode and reduce water quality and block structures.
• Do not use fertilisers in planting or grass areas as they cause nutrient pollution in wetlands.
• Do not use herbicides near SuDS schemes as they can pollute water and are usually unnecessary.
• Do not cut grass too short as it must be long enough to filter and control water flow.
• Do not use mulches as they can block permeable surfaces and inlet, outlet and control structures.
• Do not be over-zealous in the maintenance of SuDS vegetation as this reduces effectiveness, costs money and can restrict the development of habitat diversity. Instead, seek to develop as many habitats as possible (without compromising the other SuDS functions) which will increase the number of species able to colonise.

Grass surfaces for filter strips, swales, basins, dry or wet benches in wetlands and ponds

• Use purpose-grown (cultivated) amenity grade turf over 100–150mm topsoil, e.g.
  - 25% perennial rye grass
  - 25% smooth stalked meadow grass
  - 30% slender creeping red fescue
  - 10% chewings fescue
  - 10% creeping bent.

Or, use purpose-grown wildflower-rich turf for 100% of area to be covered or use a smaller proportion and intersperse with amenity grade turf as above. The wildflower component should comprise at least 20% of the mix but more if possible. Wildflowers should all be native and of British provenance.

Wetlands and pond edges (detention and retention basins)

• purpose-grown (cultivated turf) should be laid to consolidate all edges or where water may flow across surfaces. Ideally, use turf with wetland species mix or introduce wetland plants later as plugs.

The following list contains grasses, sedges and flowers which are native and which quickly bring a range of wildlife and visual benefits to SuDS. Of course, planting plans should take account of local conditions (e.g. soils and hydrology), the wishes of the local community and local BAP targets.

A further short plant list appears also in Appendix 2.
### Table 5 A selection of marginal plants to consider.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erect marginal plants to consider</th>
<th>Low-growing marginal/aquatic plants to consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flowering-rush (<em>Butomus umbellatus</em>)</td>
<td>Amphibious bistort (<em>Persicaria amphibia</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gipsywort (<em>Lycopus europaeus</em>)</td>
<td>Brooklime (<em>Veronica beccabunga</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great water-dock (<em>Rumex hydrolapathum</em>)</td>
<td>Fleabane (<em>Pulicaria dysenterica</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemp agrimony (<em>Eupatorium cannabinum</em>)</td>
<td>Floating sweet-grasses (<em>Glyceria</em> spp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesser reedmace/lesser bulrush (<em>Typha angustifolia</em>)</td>
<td>Marsh foxtail (<em>Alopecurus geniculatus</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh woundwort (<em>Stachys palustris</em>)</td>
<td>Marsh marigold (<em>Caltha palustris</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendulous sedge (<em>Carex palustris</em>)</td>
<td>Meadowsweet (<em>Filipendula vulgaris</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple loosestrife (<em>Lythrum salicaria</em>)</td>
<td>Water forget-me-not (<em>Myosotis scorpioides</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rush (<em>Juncus spp.</em>)</td>
<td>Water mint (<em>Mentha aquatica</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow iris (<em>Iris pseudacorus</em>)</td>
<td>Watercress (<em>Nasturtium officinale</em>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6 Plants to avoid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoid aggressive plants, such as:</th>
<th><strong>DO NOT PLANT</strong> any of the following invasive non-native plants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Branched bur-reed (<em>Sparganium erectum</em>)</td>
<td>Canadian pondweed (<em>Elodea canadensis</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulrush (<em>Typha latifolia</em>)</td>
<td>Curly waterweed (<em>Lagarosiphon major</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater pond sedge (<em>Carex riparia</em>)</td>
<td>Floating pennywort (<em>Hydrocotyle ranunculoides</em>) often supplied as Marsh pennywort (<em>Hydrocotyle vulgaris</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed canary-grass (<em>Phalaris arundinacea</em>)</td>
<td>New Zealand swamp-stonecrop (<em>Crassula helmsii</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed sweet-grass (<em>Glyceria maxima</em>)</td>
<td>Nuttall’s pondweed (<em>Elodea nuttallii</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater spearwort (<em>Ranunculus lingua</em>) – never introduce into small ponds</td>
<td>Parrot’s-feather (<em>Myriophyllum aquaticum</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water fern (<em>Azolla filiculoides</em>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case study 1
Abbey Hive, London

BIODIVERSE GREEN ROOF

Overview
The existing waterproofing at Abbey Hive was to be renewed. Funding through SITA Enhancing Nature, allowed Buglife – The Invertebrate Conservation Trust, Livingroofs.org and London Borough of Camden to install a green roof designed to provide habitat for rare invertebrates as well as cleaning rainwater and reducing roof run-off.

This retro-fit scheme included 80–150mm of porous green roof substrate over a waterproofing element. The design was based on research and guidance on green roofs and biodiversity in the UK. The green roof was seeded and planted with a range of native wildflower seeds and plants, as well as sedum cuttings to provide a diverse floral community.

The 225m² roof stores 60% of the annual rainfall within the substrate, plants and through evapotranspiration whilst also providing an important small area of open mosaic dry grassland habitat in a dense urban area.

Abbey Hive, London – green roofs provide shelter and rich sources of nectar for insects, as well as attenuating rainfall. Photo: Buglife
Case study 2
Springhill Cohousing, Stroud, Gloucestershire

DETENTION AND RETENTION BASINS, FILTER STRIP, SWALE, RILLS, COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Overview
The Cohousing Company developed the site to provide environmentally friendly housing within a supporting community centred on a Community House and shared social space.

SuDS Design
Surface SuDS features used on site include:
- permeable pavement
- a short under-drained swale
- surface cascade
- planted grass swale
- open channels and rills
- raised ornamental pool
- detention basin

Surface water flows overland through SuDS from the upper terrace, down to the lower level and along the pedestrian street to an outfall where a natural spring emerges at the SE corner of the site.

The access and car park was identified as a primary pollution risk. Permeable paving collects and stores run-off beneath the surface in a tank. Water leaving the tank is joined by un-attenuated roof run-off that flows to the lower level down a tile-hung cascade on the retaining wall (see photo).

A swale allows most of the cleaned run-off to soak into the ground with excess flows conveyed to a pool in front of the community house. Run-off from the tarmac road surface and adjacent roofs flows to the rill along the lower side of the pedestrian street.

Additional overflows from the rill and the pond are directed to a detention ‘play basin’ that is used for recreation and play most of the time but stores up to 300mm of surface water during and immediately after heavy rainfall.

Management
To facilitate better care and maintenance, wherever possible, SuDS features should deal with water on the surface (as required by the draft National Standards for SuDS). The community maintains all surface features and there have been no reports of system failure. When major flooding occurred nearby, no impacts were felt at this site with approximately 150mm of water stored safely in the final detention basin.

Amenity value and use
Use of permeable paving and integrated underground storage demonstrates multi-functional use of space to collect, clean, store and release a controlled flow of clean water for amenity and biodiversity purposes.

The surface flow of water through the site begins with a T-piece terracotta pipe inlet to a tile hung cascade which is a cost effective and visually spectacular alternative to the traditional drop manhole.

A short, planted swale and channel links to a raised pool in front of the community building, contributing

Springhill Housing, Stroud – water is kept at the surface wherever possible as with this tile hung cascade demonstrating both visual and cost benefits compared with a conventional 4m ‘drop manhole’. Photo: John Day (rspb)
visually to the social space. The rill system provides both a collection and flow route for water and separates private and public space. Each householder understands how it works and takes responsibility for managing their section. The community is well aware that occasionally the detention basin will hold water after heavy rainfall but will quickly be available as a public play area within a short period.

**Biodiversity value**
Clean water is the essential ingredient for aquatic biodiversity and this is assured at Springhill by source control treatment of the main risk areas through the use of permeable pavement in the upper car court and a well-designed management train. The vegetated swales, rill and channels provide connectivity of habitats for wildlife and the pond is of significant value, as well as being a great feature of interest. The community is careful to enhance biodiversity and maintain the SuDS in a relaxed way to allow maximum opportunities for wildlife in this relatively dense urban development. Species found within the SuDS include frogs, newts, dragonflies, damselflies, other aquatic invertebrates and a range of native wetland plants and birds (which use the features for hunting insects and as bird baths).

**Assessment – lesson learnt**
The recommendation that SuDS should be at or near the surface is reinforced by the experience at Springhill Cohousing. The people and wildlife benefits of SuDS are possible only with clean water and when features are both visible and accessible.

New designs and features on site that replicate conventional engineering solutions include:
- cascades replace drop manholes
- rills and swales replace pipes
- open storage features using multi-functional space replace underground tanks
- soft landscape features allow infiltration even on clays when natural shrinkage occurs (especially in the summer)
- downpipes direct water into attractive surface features without the need for sub-surface pipes (which are harder to maintain).

---

**Case study 3**
**Red Hill Primary School, Worcester**

**DETENTION AND RETENTION BASINS, SWALE, FILTER STRIP**

**Overview**
The school site is two hectares in size and is bounded by a road, a railway line and domestic gardens. An avenue of lime trees finish in a small, open woodland at the lowest part of the site on the northern boundary.

**SuDS Design**
Run-off flows to a new storm sewer running along the eastern boundary with no acceptable overland exceedance route available in the event of blockage or exceptional rainfall.

The school and associated hard surfaces are near the bottom of the site where there is limited space for surface water storage.

In order to create sufficient storage capacity, use of the woodland as a detention basin was negotiated with Worcestershire County Council. A shallow swale maze was carefully excavated between the trees to provide an amenity feature and to deliver water to each tree, particularly during short summer storms.

Excavated soil was used to form a low bund around the trees enclosing the new basin and providing a 1-in-10 year return period storage feature. A conventional pipe collects run-off from the playground which then passes through a retaining wall and an ornamental spout. Surface granite sets channel direct run-off from the west of the school to a short pipe-run entering a swale before passing under the access road to the maze. All road run-off flows across a 4m wide grass filter strip before entering the swale maze.

The highest risk area for water quality was considered to be the car park so permeable pavement provided both good treatment and storage for this water. The remaining run-off follows an extended management train that include swales, filter strips, basins and a small amenity and wildlife pond before release to the storm sewer.

**Management**
The school grounds management is carried out by a landscape contractor, with additional maintenance undertaken by the site manager.
The school has been enthusiastic about SuDS and uses the swale maze as an outdoor classroom and play area. Grass in the meadow areas is allowed to grow long and develop tussocks providing a robust vegetation cover for SuDS, a play resource and enhanced habitat for wildlife resulting in reduced management costs. There are four conventional gratings required to drain the level terrace along the western boundary of the school. These are frequently covered by fallen leaves and illustrate the risk of blockage with conventional drainage if maintenance is not rigorous.

**Amenity value and use**

The whole school site is accessible for use by the children although the swale maze and wildlife pond feature a toddler fence of approximately 1m in height.

Children enjoy playing in the swales and basin toward the top of the site and are encouraged to interact with the SuDS. The SuDS details such as stone channels, ornamental spout and headwalls make the SuDS more visually attractive than conventional drainage.

**Biodiversity value**

The swales provide a habitat linkage from the green space at the southern end of the site to the swale maze and pond at the north. Frogs, dragonfly nymphs, other aquatic invertebrates and wetland plants can be found in the pond.

---

**Assessment – lessons learnt**

Clearly identified flow routes through the site provide a legible and understandable design that is used by teachers and pupils as a learning resource and to demonstrate the SuDS to visitors.

Source control measures ensure only clean water reaches the swale maze and wildlife pond.

Early involvement by the head teacher and staff with responsibility for sustainability issues ensured ‘buy in’ from the school. The commitment from the caretaker/site manager has also been critical in the success of the scheme. Relaxed maintenance allows vegetation to develop in places where flow of water will not be impeded during rainfall.

---

*Red Hill School, Worcester – the final feature in the management train is a small wildlife pond with clean water used by breeding frogs every year.*

*Photo: Bob Bray*
DETENTION AND RETENTION BASINS, FILTER STRIP, SWALES

Overview
The Lamb Drove development comprises 35 houses on a 2.5 hectare site within the new settlement of Cambourne in Cambridgeshire.

SuDS design
This is a retrofit scheme chosen to demonstrate how SuDS can be used in an area subject to the risk of flooding. It was part of the FLOWS project (Living with Flood Risk in a Changing Climate) with EU funding and was designed to show:
- a variety of SuDS techniques
- effective flood protection to dwellings
- cost effective design
- easily managed SuDS
- biodiversity and amenity benefits.

Two overland flow routes and two sub-catchments were identified. The first route flows from the top of the site, passing between housing and around public open space to a ditch in the south-west corner.

The second route begins where the run-off first enters a detention basin. It continues eastwards through a courtyard and housing terrace into a public open space swale sequence and the ditch outfall.

Roof water is collected conventionally and runs to basins or swales. The SuDS features provide treatment and storage for this relatively clean roof water.

Permeable block paving was used for the two access roads which also receives surface water flows from surrounding parking and hard surfaces. Run-off from remaining hard surfaces flow to a small basin or to under-drained swales before being conveyed out of the housing court area.

Cambridgeshire County Council provided a boundary strip of public open space for conveyance and storage in a series of basins which lead to the outfall. This arrangement removed the need for additional underground storage and financed a visually interesting biodiversity corridor within public open space.

Management
Lamb Drove requires similar maintenance to any other medium density housing development. Grassed amenity space is cut short but reduced cutting is undertaken on swales, flow channels, wetland basins and around the final pond. The housing association considers the cost of maintenance to be less than the costs of a conventional system.

Amenity value and use
The visual quality of the site has been enhanced leading to a more stimulating and interesting public space. Residents appreciate the natural character of the development and value the contribution made to their immediate environment.

Biodiversity value
Source control including permeable paving and under-drained swales
within the development envelope ensure a flow of clean water to surface SuDS features.

Wildflower seeding and plug planting kick-started the development of species-rich vegetation and this has established slowly over time. Structural diversity within the grassed areas is encouraging colonisation by local, native plants and invertebrate populations and this has also developed into useful amphibian habitat.

Assessment – lessons learnt
There was some limited amenity provision including a play area and some wildflower planting. However, the scheme would have benefited from a clearer amenity and biodiversity strategy being developed alongside the SuDS design.

Construction quality highlighted how vulnerable SuDS details can be to poor workmanship and suggests a robust approach must be taken to detail and supervising their installation. Hard SuDS features deteriorate quickly if poorly designed or badly constructed. In contrast, ‘green’ SuDS elements (swales, ponds etc.) develop interest with the passage of time.

Following completion of the work, a monitoring programme was undertaken to assess and compare the Lamb drove site with a nearby site using conventional drainage. See: http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/environment/planning/drainagesystems/monitoring.htm

Key lessons include:
• The study site significantly reduces peak flows compared to the control site.
• Attenuation and reduction of flow and volume occurs at each stage of the management train.
• Improved quality of water discharged from the study site compared to the control site.
• Greater biodiversity is present in the study site than the control site.
• Capital and maintenance costs are much lower than costs for conventional pipe drainage.
• Open space around homes was valued more highly where SuDS features were present.

Case study 5.
Robinswood Hill Primary School, Gloucester

DETENTION AND RETENTION BASINS, FILTER STRIP, SWALE

Overview
Robinswood Hill Primary School lies on the northern boundary of the hill. After prolonged rain or storms, the permeable soils become saturated. Surface water flows across the adjacent Matson Park onto the school grounds and in the past even through the school.

SuDS design
• a sloping site with an unprotected southern boundary open to the public
• a springline within the park creating a permanent flow of water along a public footpath and across the school
• occasional sheet flow after heavy rain following an old ditch line which has caused catastrophic flooding to the school in the past
• a council park next to a school
• variable infiltration into soils across the site
• easily saturated soils quickly giving rise to surface flows.

The approach was unusual in that SuDS features were used to manage an unknown volume of water.

Springs in the park were intercepted to form a watercourse to flow round the school, through new SuDS features and eventually to highway drains. This allowed water to be retained in more convenient locations.

A low bund along the park boundary retains a large volume of water. A low-flow control deals with most volumes but a grass weir allows excess water to flow into the school grounds. A second bund in the school and at a slightly lower level contains within it a large area of the playing fields and is used as a ‘forest school’. This was created using spoil from a second wildlife pond.

The two resulting large, but shallow, storage areas have contained and managed surface water on a number of occasions. The final outfall from the second basin allows a controlled outflow of water to pass around the playing fields in a shallow swale back into the original highway drain.
Management
The school grounds have been sympathetically managed with a combination of standard grass cutting by contractors and school participation in the management of open space. Areas of long grass have been left round the pond and wetland channels with log piles and compost heaps located within the forest school area.

Amenity value and use
There has been positive feedback from park users about the wetlands and ponds which have been used as a play resource and boasts various fish species and a range of wetland plants and invertebrates.

In less well-used areas of the SuDS, undulating wetland habitat has quickly become inhabited by frogs. The pond, low flow stream and wetland are all visible from the park path and provide an interesting visual experience for passers-by.

The ‘forest school’ area is used extensively with outdoor teaching and play being a regular activity. The pond, which is normally less than 600mm deep, is used for nature study. A toddler proof fence controls access. The enthusiasm with which the school uses its new teaching resource reflects commitment from the school itself about the project.

Biodiversity value
Existing biodiversity was low due to unsympathetic maintenance and simple land profiles with limited structural diversity which in turn limited habitat development. The creation of a low flow, spring fed channel, amenity and wildlife ponds with micro-wetlands have increased wildlife opportunities. These features have required planting to establish a diverse plant community which helped to reduce potential soil inputs from erosion during the establishment phase but this also helped garner an immediately favourable response from the school and passers-by. Biodiversity has developed quickly particularly regarding amphibians and dragonflies.

Lessons learnt include:
• SuDS techniques can be used in many ways and as shown at Robinswood Hill particularly to mitigate local flooding from outside the site boundary.
• It is important to have the support of all stakeholders from the beginning.
• Simple landscaping can provide large storage volumes where the topography is favourable
• Re-creating flow routes for day to day flows as well as exceedance pathways is important
• Immediate benefits are provided by initial planting of locally-sourced native wetland plants.
• Wetlands can deal with some ‘rough treatment’ by children and unsophisticated management.
• Even sites with apparently good infiltration can saturate and flood after extended heavy rain.

A low flow channel and linear wetland provides connectivity to a detention pond for clean runoff at the beginning of this management train. Photo: Bob Bray
Case study 6. Hopwood motorway service station area

Overview
The Hopwood Park MSA is located off junction 2 M42 on a north east facing slope falling towards the Hopwood Stream. The site is 9 hectares in size and adjacent to it is a new 25ha wildlife reserve developed as part of the Bromsgrove District Council planning requirement.

There were three areas of concern, namely:
- an impermeable clay subsoil
- high pollution risk from cars and lorries
- a biologically-sensitive receiving watercourse (the Hopwood stream).

SuDS design
The design anticipated recent national guidance by creating four separate sub-catchments with dedicated management trains designed to reflect differing levels of pollution risk. Initial run-off enters a stone collector trench which treats oils and other contaminants naturally. A pond at the end of each management train provides final treatment and adds biodiversity and amenity value.

Main access road, fuel filling area and coach park (four to five treatment stages)
- A proprietary silt and oil interceptor begins treatment of run-off collected by conventional gully and pipe drainage.
- A spillage basin to isolate accidentally spilled contaminants.
- A small basin collects a small volume of run-off from the service yard.
- A constructed SuDS wetland accommodates the first 10mm of rainfall with an additional outlet valve to isolate any spillage.
- A low flow wetland channel receives water from the SuDS wetland at a controlled rate.
- A bypass swale collects storm overflows parallel to the low flow wetland channel.
- A final balancing pond receives clean water as the last stage before release to the adjacent nature reserve.

Car park (two treatment stages)
- Run-off is collected conventionally through slotted channels before release into a gravel collector trench designed to treat the 10mm ‘first flush’.
- A bypass channel conveys excess run-off directly to the balancing pond.
- A pipe outlet and drop manhole delivers run-off from the balancing pond to the ‘stilling area’ and then the Hopwood Stream.

The HGV lorry park (four treatment stages)
- Run-off from the lorry park is collected across a grass filter strip to intercept silt and contaminated water.
- A stone filter trench collects the first 10mm of run-off to treat oils and other pollutants.

Photo: Bob Bray

Hopwood Park MSA, M42 – an attractive winter scene where dead vegetation around the ornamental feature pond protects the edge, provides a refuge for wildlife and gives seasonal interest in a natural manner.
Amenity building (one treatment stage)
- Clean water is piped directly from the roof by siphonic drainage across a floating wooden pontoon to the centre of the feature pond to prevent erosion of the pond edge
- A cascade controlled by a slot weir falls to the stilling area before flowing to the Hopwood Stream.

Management
Source control features like the filter strip, basins and trench collectors intercept silt early in the management train preventing contamination of the wetland features. Site operators have been pleased at the effectiveness with which it has reduced maintenance requirements.

An academic study found that inorganic silt was trapped at the beginning of the management train and that organic silt did not accumulate.

Short pipe connectors, usually less than 3m, located near the surface are easily cleaned. Grass overflow channels ensure there have been no serious failures to date. The working of the SuDS features are robust and have withstood damage as well as a lack of maintenance without failure.

An annual landscape maintenance budget of £15,000 at 2003 prices allocated £2,500 for the SuDS sub-catchments compared to £4,000 for maintaining equivalent conventional drainage structures. The annual budget for SuDS maintenance is now approximately £300.

Amenity value and use
The SuDS are visible from both the coffee lounge and the outdoor eating area by the ‘feature pond’. Interpretation panels demonstrate and explain the benefits of sustainable drainage and are much-used by visitors to the site.

Biodiversity value
The variety of wetland features within the system provide extensive and linked habitat for a variety of plants, invertebrates, amphibian and mammals.

Assessment – lessons learnt
- Source control prevents silt and pollution reaching sensitive habitats in the management train.
- Organic sediments do not build up easily in basins, wetlands and ponds where oxygenated flows pass through shallow SuDS features.
- Management is straightforward, simple and cost effective.
- Maintenance costs can be further reduced where mosaic habitats are created by phased and infrequent management.

Hopwood Park MSA, M42 Worcs – a recently de-silted low flow channel with a flush of wetland plants. Photo: Bob Bray
Part 5. Appendices

Appendix 1. Glossary

**Attenuation** Reduction of peak flow and increased duration of a flow event.

**Basin** A ground depression acting as a flow control or water treatment structure that is normally dry and has a proper outfall, but is designed to detain surface water temporarily or permanently.

**Bioretention area** A depressed, landscaped area that is designed to collect run-off allowing infiltration into the soil and an underdrain, thereby promoting pollutant removal.

**Block paving** Pre-cast concrete or clay, brick-sized, flexible modular paving system used to create permeable surfaces in SuDS.

**Blue corridors** A network of watercourses (e.g. canals, stream and ditches) and wetlands linking urban and rural areas that allow wildlife to move through urban areas into the wider countryside permitting genetic transport and exchange. They also offer many amenity benefits to urban communities.

**Bund (or Berm)** A barrier, dam, or mound usually formed from earthworks material and used to control surface water flows, contain or exclude water from an area of the site.

**Catchment** The area contributing surface water flow to a point on a drainage or river system. Can be divided into sub-catchments.

**Check dam** A small barrier constructed across a swale or rill to slow flows, control erosion and trap sediment. They may be constructed from large stones or logs or other material.

**Conventional drainage** The traditional method of draining surface water using subsurface pipes and storage tanks.

**Detention basin (infiltration basin)** A vegetated depression that is normally dry except following storm events. Constructed to store water temporarily and attenuate flows. May allow infiltration of water to the ground.

**Ephemeral wetland** A seasonally wet, shallow water body, usually drying out in summer.

**Engineered soil** A man-made substrate of soil mixed with materials such as crushed stone, sands, shale or slate to increase porosity and permeability. Able to withstand compaction whilst retaining porosity. Typically used where soils are rich in clay and there is a need to increase infiltration (e.g. in a rain garden).

**Feather** Term to describe a small tree of about 1.8m in height. Usually bare rooted eg: not grown in a pot and dug from open ground in winter for replanting.

**Filter drain** A linear drain consisting of a trench filled with gravel or similar material, often with a perforated pipe in the base of the trench to promote permeability and assist drainage.

**Freeboard** Distance between the design water level and the top of a structure.

**Geomembrane** An impermeable plastic sheet, typically manufactured from polypropylene or similar. Used in pond liners.

**Geotextile** A permeable geo-synthetic textile used as a liner often in erosion control.

**Green Infrastructure** A network of multi-functional green space, urban and rural, which is capable of delivering a wide range of environmental and quality of life benefits for local communities. It includes ‘blue’ spaces (see blue corridors) and other environmental features.

**Green roof** A roof with plants growing on its surface, which contributes to local biodiversity. The vegetated surface provides a degree of retention, attenuation and treatment of rainwater, and promotes evapotranspiration. Also referred to as biodiverse or brown roofs.

**Greywater** Waste water from baths, showers, sinks (excluding kitchen sinks due to nutrient-rich effluent), and domestic appliances before it reaches a sewer or septic tank.

**Infiltration trench** See filter drain

**Management train** replicates natural processes in SuDS, comprising a series of stages, each incrementally reducing pollution, slowing flows and water volumes before allowing water to enter the main catchment.

**Permeable pavement** A permeable surface that is paved and drains through voids between solid parts of the pavement.

**Prevention** Site design and management to stop or reduce the occurrence of pollution of impermeable
surfaces and to reduce the volume of run-off by reducing the extent of impermeable areas.

**Rainwater harvesting or rainwater use system** A system that collects rainwater where it falls rather than allowing it to drain away. It may take the form of a simple rainwater butt connected to a downpipe or to underground storage tanks. This is not a SuDS feature but is frequently included in conjunction with source control measures (e.g. to capture water for use in gardens).

**Retention basin** A permanent water body designed to attenuate flows by storing run-off and releasing it at a controlled rate during and after rainfall. Often used in the latter stages of the management train and can provide great people and wildlife benefits if designed appropriately.

**Retrofitting** Adding or fitting new or improved SuDS features to an existing development or construction.

**Rill** A linear conveyance feature made from impermeable, man-made materials.

**Run-off** Water flow over the ground surface to the drainage system. This occurs if the ground is impermeable, is saturated or rainfall is particularly intense.

**Schotterrasen** (or gravel turf) Compacted gravel, turfed or seeded with flower-rich grass used in SuDS to provide areas of hard standing (e.g. for cars) that also provide a drainage and biodiversity benefit.

**Silt interceptor (sump)** A lined or unlined chamber to collect silts and associated pollutants. Alternatively, vegetation such as reed may be used to slow water and trap silt among its stems.

**Soakaway** A sub-surface structure into which surface water is conveyed, designed to promote infiltration (see filter drain).

**Urban heat island effect** The effect produced where urban areas are warmer than the surrounding rural countryside due to absorption and retention of heat in hard surfaces of pavements and buildings. It is most prevalent at night and in calmer air conditions. It also decreases air and water quality, increasing ozone levels and the temperatures of water bodies.

**Wet grassland** A priority habitat usually seasonally flooded and with a shallow, varied topography often including smaller, ephemeral water bodies and channels. They support assemblages of plants, invertebrates, breeding and wintering birds, many of which are similarly priority species, specifically adapted to this habitat.

**Wet woodland** A priority habitat occurring on waterlogged soils in flood plains and other areas of poor drainage. Tree community usually consists of willows, alder and downy birch sometimes with a valuable understory of wetland flowering plants.

**Whips** Term to describe a small shrub of 300 to 600mm in height. Usually bare rooted e.g. not grown in a pot and dug from open ground in winter for replanting.
Appendix 2. Additional advice on planting SuDS

Native trees, shrubs, wildflowers and aquatic plants – It is generally better to buy native plants wherever possible or consider sourcing them from nearby wetlands (with permission). However, it can be difficult to ensure the provenance of native plants. Issues of provenance are reviewed in detail at: www.floralocale.org where a list of reputable suppliers may be found.

Non-native aquatic plants frequently escape into the countryside, either being transferred accidentally by wildlife or through irresponsible ‘fly-tipping’ of discarded pond plants. They clog up waterways, choking out native flora and fauna and are very costly to eradicate, if at all. More information can be found at: www.plantlife.org.uk

An option is to check the Postcode Plants Database on the Natural History Museum website. http://www.nhm.ac.uk/nature-online/life/plants-fungi/postcode-plants/

Make a list of their common and botanic names. If you don’t recognise any of these on the supplier’s stock lists, or are in any doubt, then please don’t buy.

Table 7 Plant list.
The following is a guide to a few more plants that may be used to provide wildlife and people benefits in SuDS (in addition to those already recommended in the guidance). Those species marked * are native and should be used wherever possible. The species not marked by an asterisk are ornamentals which can be used in more formal situations. For additional information, see Appendix 6 Further resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>SuDS features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trees</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alnus glutinosa</td>
<td>Alder*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betula pubescens</td>
<td>Downy birch*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prunus padus</td>
<td>Bird cherry*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populus tremula</td>
<td>Aspen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbus aucuparia</td>
<td>Rowan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shrubs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceanothus</td>
<td>Californian lilac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corylus avellana</td>
<td>Hazel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crataegus monogyna</td>
<td>Hawthorn*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytisus scoparius</td>
<td>Broom*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornus sanguinea</td>
<td>Dogwood*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escallonia rubra</td>
<td>Escallonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frangula alnus</td>
<td>Alder buckthorn*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavandula angustifolia</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribes sanguineum</td>
<td>Flowering currant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salix cinerea</td>
<td>Grey willow*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viburnum opulus</td>
<td>Guelder-rose*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climbers and ramblers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedera helix</td>
<td>Ivy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lonicera periclymenum</td>
<td>Honeysuckle*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa canina</td>
<td>Dog rose*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Re = Green roof (extensive); Ri = Green roof (intensive); LW = Living wall; PS = Permeable surfaces; RG = Rain garden; FS = Filter strips; Br = Bioretention; DB = Detention Basin; RB = Retention Basin; WG = Wet Grassland; WW = Wet Woodland; SW = Swale
### When to plant

Potted plants can be purchased and planted throughout the year. However, many of our native trees and shrubs and some ornamentals are sold from nurseries as 'bare rooted' which means they do not have a pot of soil around them. Occasionally plants are also sold as 'root-balled' with soil around the roots, contained usually in hessian sacking. These plants are much cheaper to buy and easier to plant, providing they have been stored correctly by the supplier. They should be planted during winter, from November to March. However, mortality rates are lower and establishment quicker if planted during November and December.

---

### Table 7 cont’d.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Herbaceous perennials and grasses cont’d</th>
<th>SuDS features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herbaceous perennials and grasses cont’d</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achillea millefolium</td>
<td>Yarrow*</td>
<td>X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrostis spp.</td>
<td>Bents grasses*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ajuga reptans</td>
<td>Bugle*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquilegia spp.</td>
<td>Columbine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aster spp.</td>
<td>Aster</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campanula glomerata</td>
<td>Clustered bellflower*</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaurea nigra</td>
<td>Black knapweed*</td>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynosurus cristatus</td>
<td>Crested dogs tail*</td>
<td>X X X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echium vulgare</td>
<td>Viper’s bugloss*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eupatorium cannabinum</td>
<td>Hemp agrimony*</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festuca spp.</td>
<td>Fescue grasses*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galium verum</td>
<td>Lady’s bedstraw*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helleborus foetidus</td>
<td>Stinking heliobere*</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypochaeris radicata</td>
<td>Common cat’s-ear*</td>
<td>X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris pseudacorus</td>
<td>Yellow flag*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucanthemum vulgare</td>
<td>Ox-eye daisy*</td>
<td>X X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotus corniculatus</td>
<td>Common birds-foot trefoil*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osmunda regalis</td>
<td>Royal fern</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantago lanceolata</td>
<td>Ribwort plantain*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primula veris</td>
<td>Cowslip*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prunella vulgaris</td>
<td>Self heal*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonaria sp.</td>
<td>Lungwort</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudbeckia hirta</td>
<td>Black-eyed Susan*</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumex acetosa</td>
<td>Common sorrel*</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymus vulgaris</td>
<td>Thyme*</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key:** Re = Green roof (extensive); Ri = Green roof (intensive); LW = Living wall; PS = Permeable surfaces; RG = Rain garden; FS = Filter strips; Br = Bioretention; DB = Detention Basin; RB = Retention Basin; WG = Wet Grassland; WW = Wet Woodland; SW = Swale
Appendix 3. Miscellaneous habitat features

**Bird and bat boxes**

Boxes for birds and bats can be purchased or alternatively made and installed as part of a volunteer task with local people and schools. Appropriate designs, correct placement and targeting of species in most need of help will maximise wildlife value. Box networks can also provide great opportunities for engaging with people as part of site survey and monitoring programmes.

For information on purchasing or making your own bird and bat boxes and their location, see Useful contacts.

**Wildlife or habitat piles**

Wildlife piles are a sustainable way of managing cuttings, providing a natural and cost-effective wildlife and education resource and are most effective if accompanied with appropriate interpretation. They are easy for children and adults to construct with opportunities for subsequent monitoring of their use.

There are four kinds of habitat pile that can be constructed. They are laying logs which may or may not be covered with grass cuttings and, or vertical standing logs. They may be located informally in grassland or given a more formal setting in a border planted with nectar-rich plants. Finally, there is the rubble-based hibernaculum for reptiles and amphibians.

**Laying log piles**

- Select a sheltered space in partial shade; this will meet a variety of wildlife needs. Locations which receive sunlight for at least part of the day will provide basking opportunities for reptiles and invertebrates.
- Stack the logs in a criss-cross pattern up to about 1m high.
- Fill the gaps between each layer of logs with brash and other woody material.

When positioned in sunnier locations, log piles can be great places for reptiles and if smothered in grass cuttings provide them with somewhere to both hibernate and or lay their eggs in.

- Stack the logs as above, but only to 0.5m high, filling the gaps as before with brash and other woody material.
- This can now be topped off with a mix of prunings, grass and other soft vegetation to between 1 and 1.5m high.
- The pile will heat up during summer and attract many animals including slow worms and grass snakes (if present in the locality) that require heat to incubate their young and eggs.
- They create different ‘micro-habitats’ for wildlife and should not be disturbed. They should be left as a permanent feature with new material added each year as required. New piles can be created close to existing ones as they decompose to provide new refuges.

*Figure 17 Two laying log pile designs – one for hibernation/egg-laying and one for invertebrate habitat.*

- Cover logs with grass clippings to provide hibernation site and egg-laying area for grass snakes
- Grass logs at right angles
- In-fill gaps with prunings
- Both features can be located in grass or nectar-rich flower border
- Both designs are great for small mammals like shrews and mice
- Leave logs uncovered to provide invertebrate habitat
- Grass cuttings, aquatic vegetation and soft waste
- Wood prunings
- Wildlife zone for insects, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians
• After a few years the first pile can be used as compost and the process can be repeated.

**Standing log pile**
- Bury logs vertically to a depth of 50 to 60cm. Logs need to be at least 100mm diameter. Remember, very large logs will be heavy and difficult to handle.
- They may be buried individually or better still in groups, being creative with the shape and design of the feature.
- You should end up with something resembling organ pipes protruding from the ground at different heights.
- If wanted, they can be ‘stressed’ once in situ by chopping and cutting pieces from the logs. This will accelerates the decaying process.

**Rubble hibernacula for reptiles and amphibians**
- They may be dug out as a round, square or linear construction depending on the space available, and back-filled with split logs, rubble, dead wood etc. loosely filled and covered in topsoil and then turfed or planted with native wildflowers.
- For amphibians that require damper conditions, these structures are best located closer to water. For reptiles they can be placed somewhere a little drier.
- Dig a hole or trench 60–90cm deep. The hole should be at least 2m x 2m, while the trench can be 2m and 1.5 to 3m in length, depending on space and available materials.
- Line with brick rubble, to the top of the hole or trench and use fine shingle to top the rubble and loosely fill any gaps.
- Next, place some old logs across the top (at right angles if it is a trench), and continue to top up with layers and mixes of soil, leaf mould, rubble, brash etc. until it reaches 1 to 1.5m in height.
- Top with soil and turf or alternatively plant some low growing, nectar-rich plants and mulch with a mix of bark chippings and shale.
- Remember to retain a small proportion of exposed, unvegetated surface for basking reptiles and invertebrates.
- These structures also make ideal places for solitary bees and wasps to nest in.
Appendix 4. Staying legal during creation and management

Follow the key points below to ensure that appropriate management is undertaken and seek advice from the specialist organisations listed in the appendices as required.

**Consents and permits**
Ensure all necessary permissions are obtained prior to works beginning on site. These may include consents from the Environment Agency and local authorities or other bodies.

**Vegetation management**
- Avoid undertaking vegetation management between mid March and mid August to avoid disturbing wildlife.
- For amphibians, avoid management between March and October. Seek specialist advice.
- Water voles can be affected by vegetation management at all times of year. If they are known or thought to be present seek specialist advice before undertaking management.
- Work required on mature or veteran trees, including pollarded trees, should take into consideration the possible presence of bats. Birds may also nest in holes and cavities.
- Where maintenance for safety reasons is required between mid March and mid August, it is essential to consider nesting birds and the likely presence of other protected species.
- Be aware that birds may breed outside of these times and it is essential that preliminary inspections are undertaken before proceeding with work which may disturb protected species.

**Birds**
- The nests of all wild birds are legally protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
- It is also an offence to intentionally or recklessly disturb any wild bird listed on Schedule 1 of the Act, while it is nest building, or at a nest containing eggs or young, or disturb the dependent young of such a bird.

**Amphibians**
- Amphibians and their spawn are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 from sale or trade.
- The Great Crested Newt is specially protected under Schedule 2 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and under European law Annexes 2 and 4 of the EU Habitats and Species Directive, the Bern Convention and the Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations 1994.

**Mammals**
- The Water vole is fully protected under Schedule 5 (Section 9) of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981.
- Otters receive protection under both the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and the Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations 1994.
- All Bat species are protected under schedule 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 and under European law Annexes 2 and 4 of the EU Habitats and Species Directive, the Bern Convention and the Conservation (Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations 1994.
- Badgers and their setts are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992.
Appendix 5. Health and Safety – designing-out risk

Drowning risk
Fear of drowning is a reasonable anxiety in people yet we are drawn to water from the earliest age. Young children below the age of 5 who we define as toddlers may not understand the danger of open water so need special consideration. However, once the concept of risk and risk assessment is developed, people are usually able to deal with water so long that entry and exit from shallow water are straightforward and unhindered.

The requirement for structural diversity within SuDS design to maximise biodiversity and amenity benefits is completely compatible with creating safe and easily managed ponds. For example, a series of ‘benches’ on the approach to a pond provides a safe vantage point and allows a person opportunity to stop and consider their personal safety. A gentle sloping edge or edges allows for safe entry and exit of shallow pools and other wetlands.

Measures to ensure reasonable safety will be based on guidance, best practice and judgement. For full details and advice on managing risk around waterbodies, consult the ROSPA website at: http://www.rospa.com/leisuresafety/adviceandinformation/watersafety/pond-garden-watersafety.aspx

Trip and slip hazards
Any structure, either hard or soft, may present a hazard to people. There are a number of built structures associated with SuDS that require safety to be considered in their design including head walls, inlets and outlets, control structures, inspection chambers, weirs together with all the other more natural features within the SuDS landscape. Gully pots, culverts, pipes, chambers, and other sumps in the landscape can be a hazard to wildlife as well as people and should be ‘designed-out’ of SuDS if biodiversity benefits are to be maximised.

Design criteria
• all above-ground SuDS structures should be evaluated for risk to people and wildlife
• all run-off collectors, pipes and sumps should be evaluated for risk to people and wildlife
• hard surfaces should ideally be at least 1m back from the water edge to reduce risk from falls near open water.

Contaminated water
One of the aims of SuDS is to remove contaminants from surface water. Cross connections of waste water is common in all piped systems so the avoidance of piped conveyance reduces this risk.

Rainwater that has passed through a SuDS system, free from cross-connections results in clean, low nutrient water that is good for wildlife and which poses minimum risk for people. So, SuDS management trains that feature multiple treatment stages have the greatest potential for maximising wildlife and amenity and minimising risks for people.
Appendix 6. Further resources

**Literature**


**Websites**

https://secure.fera.defra.gov.uk/nonnativespecies/home/index.cfm and


www.blackredstarts.org.uk

www.buglife.org.uk

www.cambridge.gov.uk/ccm/content/planning-and-building-control/urban-design/sustainable-drainage-systems.en

www.ciria.org.uk/SuDS/

www.floodplainmeadows.org.uk

www.floralocale.org

www.greenroofconsultancy.com/

www.islington.gov.uk/environment/sustainability/sus_water/SUDS.asp

www.livingroofs.org/

www.puddleplants.co.uk

www.raingardens.info

www.rhs.org.uk/Gardening/Sustainable-gardening/pdfs/FrontGardens

www.susdrain.org

www.wildseed.co.uk
### Appendix 7. Useful contacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Telephone</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amphibian and Reptiles Conservation Trust</td>
<td>01202 391319</td>
<td><a href="http://www.arc-trust.org/">http://www.arc-trust.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bat Conservation Trust</td>
<td>Bat helpline: 0845 1300 228</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bats.org.uk/">http://www.bats.org.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Dragonfly Society</td>
<td>Conservation Officer: 0300 060 2338</td>
<td>www british dragonflies.org.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buglife – The Invertebrate Conservation Trust</td>
<td>01733 201210</td>
<td><a href="http://www.buglife.org.uk">http://www.buglife.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly Conservation</td>
<td>01929 400209</td>
<td><a href="http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/">http://www.butterfly-conservation.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment Agency</td>
<td>08708 506506</td>
<td><a href="http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/">http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammal Society</td>
<td>0238 0237874</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mammal.org.uk/">http://www.mammal.org.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural England</td>
<td>0845 600 3078</td>
<td><a href="http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/">http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantlife</td>
<td>01722 342730</td>
<td><a href="http://www.plantlife.org.uk">http://www.plantlife.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bray Associates</td>
<td>01453 764885</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sustainabledrainage.co.uk/">www.sustainabledrainage.co.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPB Wildlife Enquiries</td>
<td>01767 693690</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rspb.org.uk">http://www.rspb.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSPB Conservation Management Advice</td>
<td>01767 693308</td>
<td><a href="http://www.rspb.org.uk/conservationadvice">www.rspb.org.uk/conservationadvice</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Environment Protection Agency</td>
<td>01786 457700</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sepa.org.uk">http://www.sepa.org.uk</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish Natural Heritage</td>
<td>01463 725000</td>
<td><a href="http://www.snh.gov.uk/">http://www.snh.gov.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wildlife Trusts</td>
<td>01636 677711</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/">http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildfowl &amp; Wetlands Trust</td>
<td>01453 891900</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wwt.org.uk/">http://www.wwt.org.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWT Consulting</td>
<td>01453 891222</td>
<td><a href="http://www.wwtconsulting.co.uk/">http://www.wwtconsulting.co.uk/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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